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My research 

- An autoethnographic analysis of my own creative practice, focused on 
looking at TRPG as literature. Working to place my experience in the context 
of a wider community of play and theoretical frameworks. 

Method for this project

- Interviewing wiki contributors and analysing existing wikis in the context of   
different literary approaches. 



          What Kind of Literature is it?

Ergodic Literature - In ergodic literature, 
nontrivial effort is required to allow the reader to 
traverse the text. 

Hypertext - Move from Node to Node via reader 
decision.

Cybertext - The reader as participant,  the 
‘cyborg author’

Aarseth, Espen J. (1997). Cybertext—Perspectives on Ergodic 
Literature.

Digital Fiction - Fiction written to be read 
through the computer screen that would lose 
something of its aesthetic function if moved to 
a different medium.

Bell, Alice et al. Analyzing Digital Fiction. (2016.)

Paratext - In literary interpretation, paratext is 
material that surrounds a published main text.

Gennete, Gérard, and Marie Maclean, (1991) 
‘Introduction to the Paratext.



Who is the Author?

Primary Authorship

Setting and Rules

(The Game Designer)

Secondary 
Authorship

Preparing the Adventure 
(the GM)

Tertiary Authorship

Playing the Game

.(the Players)

Hammer, Jessica. “Agency and Authority in Role-
Playing’ Texts.” A new literacies sampler (2007)

Quaternary Authorship?

The journey of the storyworld beyond the 
tabletop. Has a strong intertextual 
relationship between the new work and 
the storyworld of the played game.



What is Obsidian Portal?

Obsidian Portal is a wiki hosting site 
specialising in TRPG campaigns.

Preformatted to support TTRPG

Premium service allows CSS and additional 
capacity

Many of these wikis are built to be public facing.

Strawpoll indicates that wiki authors expect to 
be read by those outside their gaming groups



Obsidian portal layout



A play aid

An adjunct to the tabletop

Creates a framing device 
for play.

Jara, David, A Closer Look at the (Rule-
) Books: Framings and Paratexts in 
Tabletop Role-playing Games.” (2013).

As a literary game

Building a wiki can be seen 
as a collaborative  literary 
game.

Rules of the game are a 
product of both the wiki 
systems and the 
agreement of contributors. 

Ensslin, Astrid. Literary Gaming. MIT 
Press, 2014.

A work of fiction

As an outside viewer you 
are primarily a reader not 
an author.

Classic hypertext

Only a cybertext to its 
contributors, where their 
play affects what they 
read.



Wikis as 
framing 
devices
https://shadows-over-new-
york.obsidianportal.com

Campaign framed as a TV 
show. With seasons and 
episodes, trailers and credits

Not actually streamed, 
episodes and campaign are 
written up in text form

Includes original fiction from 
players

https://shadows-over-new-york.obsidianportal.com
https://shadows-over-new-york.obsidianportal.com


Wiki writing 
as a game
Wiki participation is often an 
incentivised activity.

This is especially true in more 
complex or detailed wikis

Wiki maintenance is work as well 
as art creating a game helps it 
get done

This example is from https://ptolus-
city-by-the-spire-by-
bryan.obsidianportal.com/

https://ptolus-city-by-the-spire-by-bryan.obsidianportal.com/
https://ptolus-city-by-the-spire-by-bryan.obsidianportal.com/
https://ptolus-city-by-the-spire-by-bryan.obsidianportal.com/


Play reworked 
into diegetic 
fiction
https://swtwc.obsidianportal.com/     
A harnmaster campaign, where the 
GM has summarized the story as 
the lyrics of a folksong to 
accompany more conventional 
play accounts.

The coldfall sanction
https://thecoldfallsanction.obsidianp
ortal.com/adventure-log
A Night’s Black Agents campaign, 
where each log is an ‘in game’ report, 
letter or first person account.

https://swtwc.obsidianportal.com/
https://thecoldfallsanction.obsidianportal.com/adventure-log
https://thecoldfallsanction.obsidianportal.com/adventure-log


 Written play 
accounts

Even straight forward play accounts 
are edited and stripped of  social 
and often ludic information.  

Blood and Bourbon

Discord based game.

Adventure logs are based on the 
chat logs of discord and roll20.
They are still edited and 
recontextualised.  



Fan Fiction

Many games are set in storyworlds 
from a wider media landscape, 
rather than just homebrew  and 
RPG specific settings

https://startrekadventureslaurelsofvict
ory.obsidianportal.com/

A trek familiar reader who didn't 
know wikis or RPGs could still 
recognise it. 

https://startrekadventureslaurelsofvictory.obsidianportal.com/
https://startrekadventureslaurelsofvictory.obsidianportal.com/


Thank you


